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ABSTRACT
Representing a strong instrument of control and feedback used by top management executives, regulators
institutions or independent bodies, the audit, its methods and techniques incite the interest of specialists,
professionals, professors and researchers from all socio-economic activities.
The way domain experts write about audit itself is often reflected in the manner in which they choose the
keywords for the title and for the article. This study is a detailed analysis of assignment to the specific thematic
areas of articles published in "Financial Audit" journal, for all public appearances in electronic format from the
period 2003-2015. The study is different from other similar researches by the methodology and the type of
information extracted addressed. The main purpose is to identify the most used keywords in the title and content of
articles published over time and insight traceability to future research directions.
The conclusions of the analysis from this article give a comprehensive picture of audit multidisciplinary, thus
providing researchers, on several economic fields, an image about the content of the publication, quality
information for readers, authors and future authors.
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Introduction
Audit domain in general, and financial audit in particular, is in a continuous transformation. National and
international regulatory changes and improvement processes control and prevention tools provide specialists and
researchers in the fields of economic and social activity an abundance of topics for discussion and investigation.
When researching, any new direction or idea must reasoned and framed in an existing scientific context.
In Romania, the most prestigious publication dedicated to audit domain is journal "Financial Audit", that
provides access to publications to a large number of specialists from various specializations, which entails a variety
of thematic research areas: audit, accounting, computer science, finance, corporate governance.
Writing a scientific publication involves, in addition to a thorough knowledge of domain expertise, the
process of organizing a scientific paper [1]. In the organization of work, titles and keywords play an important role.
Journals, search engines and indexing tools classify articles based on both words used in the title and keywords
specified in article [2]. Thus, the keywords are actually those that provide the correct classification of the article in a
thematic area or more.
We particularly appreciate the bibliometric analysis conducted by the authors Chersan and Mironiuc in the
paper Incursion in the Audit and Accounting Research over One Decade. Intuitive Analysis on the Articles Published
in "Audit Financiar" Journal. [3]. Analyzing the same information content, they identified a "thematic structure of
publications, their dynamics depending on the status and affiliation of the authors, the degree of collaboration in
research / publishing journal articles and citations number".
Given the increasing interest of authors for national publications, and journals increased interest in the
hierarchy of influence factors in the research world, we believe that a thorough analysis of what has been published
so far is necessary from several points of view: (1) to identify trends for research topics, (2) coherence and
consistency of titles compared with keywords and (3) to identify some important factors that ensure proper indexing
on dissemination tools to ensure the visibility of journal and articles.
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1. Literature review
Romanian literature offers a wide range of definitions concerning the concept of audit, regardless of scope:
financial [4], chartered accountant [5], statutory [6], information technology [7], [8] or for business information
systems [9] and for principles and values that underlie it: ethics [10], transparency [11], performance [12],
governance [13] and responsibility [14], [15].
The research directions in auditing are currently divided between academic centers in Romania and
professional companies working in the field of auditing. Some authors [3] identified, in their study that more than
50% of the articles are published by researchers of the Romanian universities, but at the same time, we see a steady
decline in the practitioner’s researchers. We believe that this decrease is not auspicious, but is justified due to the
rigors of scientific research, practiced increasingly in universities, doctoral and research schools.
Specifically, a number of Romanian studies that directly address the future of research in the field of audit,
are based on a theme of international regulations forecasted developments in the context of a paradigm shift to local
management [16], also an intensification of attention to corporate governance and its mechanisms [17]. Another
topical subject is the concern for harmonization and convergence of accounting standards, the creation of a common
accounting language, in order to increase the comparability, the transparency and the relevance of financial reporting
information [18].
Our view is consistent with the report of Association of Chartered Certified Accountants [19] regarding the
digital evolution, how it will help reduce audit risk, and the importance of the internal control and centralized
reporting.
The fundamental purpose of a research on socio-economic area of specialization is to ensure consistent
development of the industry. A special role in achieving this goal is the dissemination and improvement of our
articles, by indexing them into categories of interest using search engines or specific tools. Best practices in the
publication of scientific papers indicate a complementarity between headlines and keywords used in the content
[20]. Words in headlines are automatically indexed in databases, the main role being to guide the reader toward an
area of specialization of each article. In this paper, we expose an assessment as to use keywords in titles and in
article content complementarity for the journal "Financial Audit" for the period 2003-2015.

2. Substantiation of the working hypotheses
Conventionally, any scientific journal has its own analytical tools for information classification of articles for
a certain period. In this way, trends and areas of science insufficiently treated in specialized articles can be
determined, guiding authors in these research directions. An overview, relative to the size and scale of research at
the property level, in terms of articles published by a particular journal, it is more difficult to accomplish by a reader
or an external evaluator. Search engines offer very often enough results to conceive an idea or suitable starting
points for a subsequent analysis. Mostly, these searches are based on titles of articles or authors' names, seldom
being targeted by keywords. Specialized indexing tools use keywords from science journals for the classification on
specific categories. The following assumptions establish our research work:
H1: Web scraping tools can provide a feasible sample data used for research.
H2: In articles of the journal "Financial Audit" keywords are homogeneous, providing a breakdown by
subject areas.
H3: Keywords are used with a certain tendency ensuring predictability of future research areas.
Similar studies have been conducted directed to the field of medical journals [21] or social science [22].

3. Research methodology
In this section we describe the data collection procedures, structure and size and a short summary of the
instruments used in data analysis. There has been applied quantitative and descriptive statistics to demonstrate the
hypotheses. For data collection we used two types of web scraping tools: DataMiner plug-in from Chrome browser
for data collection of published articles from journal ”Financial Audit” indexed on scholar.google.com database, and
package rvest 0.2.0 [23] from R platform for data collection about published articles on the website revista.cafr.ro.
Data analysis was accomplished using the wordcount, function from the package tm [24] of R platform.

3.1. Data structure and gathering tools
To study the number of citations and their evolution over time it has been executed a query on site
scholar.google.com (last query on 10.06.2015) using the advanced search of all articles published in "Financial
Audit" excluding mentions and patents. Google has a very ingenious method for protecting the content against
automatic extraction tools of search results, few people being able to manage to automate these processes. For this
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article it has been used the plug-in DataMiner (http://data-miner.herokuapp.com/) from Chrome browser with
custom xpath queries.
The number of results was 386 articles. Only 380 of these articles had complete details that were be used in
this article (Figure 1). The data has been exported in CSV format assuring the possibility to import it in Excel or R
for analysis.
Table 1 - Physical and logical structure of data collected from Google Scholar

Entity
Article
Title

Logical structure
All data about article
Article title

Authors

Authors

Descriptions

Short description
article
Citations

Citation

Physical structure
All data about article
Article title
Author + Name of
Journal + Year +
indexing tool
of Short description of
article
Citations + various links

xpath query
//DIV[@class='gs_ri']
h3/a
div[@class='gs_a']
div[@class='gs_rs']
div[@class='gs_fl']

Raw data was imported in Excel and using Text to Columns operations, the physical structure being
converted into a new logical structure containing: Title, Description, Citations, Authors, Year.
To collect details about keywords used in articles, it was used package rvest from R platform. There were
queried 837 records between 2003 and 2015, from 905 articles published on site (Figure 1). Dynamic URL used in
the query "http://revista.cafr.ro/revista.php?id=", i,"&p=sumar", where “i” has generated using a “for” loop
statement, between 1 and 143. Last issue published on site has the id 143, representing the month June of year 2015.
Table 2 – Physical and logical structure of data collected from http://revista.carf.ro
Entity
Articles
Issue No

Logical structure
All details about articles
Issue No

Physical structure
All details about articles
Issue No

xpath query
//div[2]/p
//div[1]/section/div[1]/a[1]

Year
Article

Publishing Year
Publishing Year
//div[1]/section/div[1]/a[2]
Details about an article
Title + Authors + Keywords
//div[2]/p/p
Raw data has been exported from R in CSV format and processed with text to columns operations in Excel,
obtaining a new logical structure: Year, Issue, Title, Authors, and Keywords.
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Figure 1 – Graphical representation of data collected using different tools and methods
Source: Own projection
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The difference between the numbers of articles published on Google Scholar from those extracted directly
from the site is the fact that a number of articles published in the magazine are without scientific overviews, others
are written by the Big4 firms: KPMG, PwC, and etc. or other disclosures synthesis of national conferences of
auditors. Google Scholar was launched in 2006 in his experimental forms, thus explaining that only find articles
published after 2008.

4. Results and their interpretation
Using web scraping tools and data mining for extracting information from databases by disseminating articles
provide data reproducibility study's lead researcher and at the same time the feasibility of easily updates.
Alternatively, publishers can quickly identify periodically the status of dissemination, relevance and impact of
published articles. In Figure 2, we present the evolution of the number of articles published in journal “Financial
Audit”, the trends in the number of articles cited and the actual amount of citations for articles on to each year. This
number of citations is increasing year by year. The multiannual average of citations is 9.5 representing 16.24% from
total amount of published articles. The number of citations of articles is an important indicator for listing and
classification of scientific journals [25]. Therefore, the editorial policy of many journals recommends authors citing
articles already published in that journal.
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Figure 2 – Evolution of number of articles and citations from Google Scholar database
Source: Own projection
Web scraping tools have allowed the extraction of information about items from 2008 and 2015 but were not
used this information in graphical representation because in 2008 there are only two articles on Google Scholar, and
in 2015 there is no active citations.
We are convinced that the number of citations is directly related to the content of the articles, but to be able
to quickly find an article for a specific research theme, each author, in the section of the literature review will
attempt to make a selection of articles based on relevance titles, short abstracts and keywords within articles. Often,
in addition author’s name and data about publisher are the only public information indexed by certain special
indexing sites. Our analysis helps readers of journal “Financial Audit” to identify most common key phrases or
words used in the articles published so far, providing decision support for a specific research direction.
For counting keywords from articles published in the period 2003-2015, it was used the package ‘tm’ version
0.6-1 [24]. For text formatting raw data we used functions like corpus() for converting text, and vector analysis, and
tm_map() to remove special characters from the text, punctuation, common prepositions or numbers.
Using wordcount functions we identify 1965 unique words or derivatives words used in articles
classification. Analyzing the results based on keywords expressions (sample: corporate+governance,
financial+audit) we found a prevalence of certain expressions presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 – Top 20 keyword expressions used in published articles in “Financial Audit” (2003-1015)
Expression

No of
appearances

Root words

Root words
appearances
as number

corporate governance

55

*governance*

15

Total number
of
appearances
in
combinations
84

audit

46

*audit*

238

568

financial audit

45

*financial*audit*

13

74

internal audit

39

*internal*audit*

27

79

ifrs

33

*IFRS*

15

53

independence

31

*independence*

11

43

financial reports

30

*financial*reports*

9

45

evaluation

29

*evaluation*

24

61

fair value

28

*fair*value*

3

34

performance

24

*performance*

20

55

responsibility

23

*responsibility*

6

32

financial reporting

21

*financial*reporting*

14

44

audit committee

20

*audit*committee*

8

28

internal control

20

*internal*control*

5

25

transparency

20

*transparency*

7

28

risk

18

*risk*

80

181

risks

18

*risks*

23

57

audit evidences

17

*audit*evidence*

2

18

ethics

15

*ethics*

11

32

fraud

15

*fraud*

12

32

The data in Table 3 are presented, in descending order on the number of expressions, giving the false
impression that the most important topic of the articles is directed to the corporate governance research. To detail the
major themes of debate we decomposed independent expressions in words or root words keywords present in the
same article (columns 3, 4 and 5 of Table 3), thus offering readers the chance to identify the fact that the most used
word is audit with its derivatives (568 appearances) and on the second place there is the word risk (181
appearances).

To highlight the importance of the word audit, we conducted a quantitative analysis of the
derivatives of the word analyzing its presence in the keywords of the articles published (Table 4),
identifying a few exceptions from the “root” words used in section keywords of published
articles.
Table 4 – Derivate of word audit used in section Keywords of published articles.
Derivate

audit(ing)

Appearance derivate
in expressions
7

Cumulative
appearance
different
expressions
9

in
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audit(ed)

5

6

audit(ee)

1

1

audit(ee)

3

4

audit(able)

2

2

audit(or)

40

75

audit(ors)

10

16

audit(.)

15

18

audit(ors)

1

1

audit(.)

26

30

Total

110

162

Derivate audit(ors) appears in expression auditors+independence (article from 2013) and derivate audit(ee)
appears in expression familiarity+with+auditee+entity (article from 2009). We have not proposed to achieve a
lexical analysis of these expressions, but consider that these kind of exceptions expressions will fall from automatic
indexation based on keywords practiced by certain scientific databases [26].
Given the limited space allocated for this article we will not present a table with the most common words
used in independent keywords of articles, deciding to present only those that exceed the number of 100 iterations:
audit (474) financial (316), risk (177), accounting (111) internal (101).

Using text mining tools and wordcount we found very interesting analysis of the words
used in articles titles (Table 5) to determine if they are different from the keywords from the
article content.
Table 5 – The present words in the titles of articles published in the journal Financial Audit (2003-2015)
Word

Number

Word

Number

Word

Number

looking

205

accounting

47

reporting

25

audit

156

financial

44

case

23

financial

100

analyze

42

performance

23

financial

96

aspects

36

companies

23

audit

93

international

33

auditors

22

study

85

context

31

framework

22

audit

76

ifrs

31

accounting

22

intern

75

evaluation

30

risk

22

for

73

governance

27

listed

21

from

70

Romanian

26

financial

21

on

61

auditing

25

accounting

20

of

60

auditor

25

reporting

20

Romania

59

corporate

25

standards

20

considerations

47

economics
25 entities
19
Based on the results presented in Table 5, it results that most of the articles or studies concerning internal
financial audit of Romania in the international context, offering analytical considerations aspects such as
governance, performance, risks, reporting and standard alignment to IFRS.

5. Research limits and future research
The limits of that method are linked to the use of wordcount method for "cleaning" the text by removing
special characters, common words, and numbers. In this regard they were omitted from the analysis keywords like:
ISA 545, ISA 240, ISA 570, IAS 24, and others.
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More important for such an analysis would have been applying the techniques of map-reduce that requires
automatic analysis of words and bringing them to the same root. Currently on open-source applications market,
map-reduce-type applications are used only for analysis of texts in English. Romanian, as with other national
languages, diacritics used in declination of certain words. A map-reduce processing type is more difficult in
Romanian and in any other disclaimers of words there using diacritics.

Conclusions
In the context of the increasing volume of information to be analyzed by the professionals of different fields
and the predominant role of computers in financial accounting records, we believe that the future direction of
research that will be increasingly present is that of IT domains.
Articles that use bibliometric analysis as a research methodology present citations as the main quality
indicator for themselves. We believe that publishing an article is the desire to open future opportunities for
researchers’ debate, analysis and research. Each researcher or professional has his own methods of analysis and
interpretation of the literature, so we can conclude that no matter how good is the instrument, the specialist is the
one to give the supreme expertise.
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